Idea › Linguistic factors have been identified to explain intelligibility between closely related languages/varieties in prior research › Prior research based on aggregate differences of whole text understanding between varieties › Assumption: To understand texts in a foreign variety, you need to be able to identify a certain amount of words › Aim: Identify the linguistic factors which determine the intelligibility of single words, presented in isolation 22-1-2009 | 3 Languages › Danish listeners confronted with Swedish words › Danish and Swedish are well-known to be mutually intelligible to some degree 22-1-2009 | 4 Explaining factors › We included only linguistic factors • Attitudes were not tested, but usually do not correlate strongly with intelligibility scores • We excluded the results of subjects who probably had much prior experience with Swedish › Linguistic factors based on • general results on word intelligibility from psychophonetic literature • language-specific factors identified in literature on Swedish and Danish 22-1-2009 | 5

